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Founded in 2008 by Fabrizio Desideri and Giovanni Matteucci,
«Aisthesis. Pratiche, linguaggi e saperi dell’estetico» is a peerreviewed Open Access Journal whose focal aim is to promote
interdisciplinary and transcultural research and debate in Aesthetics
and the arts.
Transcending traditional subject boundaries and understanding the
notion of "aesthetic" as a pervasive component of human cultures and
life forms, Aisthesis innovatively integrates a major focus on the
intersection between aesthetics and the contemporary sciences
(biology, psychology, neurosciences) with an in-depth interest in the
history of the discipline, its leading classics and great metaphysical
questions.
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Spanning across the whole spectrum of artforms, styles and genres, the topic of public art has
reached primary importance among the faster-evolving trends in the aesthetic debate.
As the “liquid economy” favours new paths and forms of trading, the demand for the highest levels
of technical development, in particular for the web, empowers even further the metropolises,
confirming their elective status of propulsive centres of the economic life. Today, however, the
expansion of metropolises not only involves a spatial side, but also follows a horizontal path (the
so-called “infosphere”) with a continuous reshuffling between center and periphery. Thus, the
faster the expansion’s rate, the more various and inclusive the mutual influences between artists
and artistic communities arise, paving way to works of art appealing to a number of potential
addressees unimaginable decades ago.
This certainly highlights the “public” character of the contemporary work of art, but what is it that
makes the artwork public? What functions has public art played in recent years in European and
non-European countries? How has it been approached by cultural agents, local policy makers, and
experts (critics, art historians, and philosophers)? Also, which appreciative practices related to
public art have reached prominence?
Researches shall tackle questions related to the definition, historical and social context and
appreciation of art created, performed and resonating within the public sphere in different
heterogeneous and homogeneous areas and sites. Particular attention should be dedicated to the
different manifestations of public art (e.g. street art, murals, memorials, sculptures and others)
often responsible, at least on a relevant extent, for reshaping and redefining urban and non-urban
environment also in light of social and political goals.
To sum up, this issue aims at investigating the topic of public arts under many aspects. Some of the
main concerns would be:
How can public art become a tool for social and economic change?
Public art and the pandemic: a response or a chance?
Is public art able to address such issues as climate change, democracy, LGBT+ rights?
Public art and future generations: do we have aesthetic obligations towards who’ll come next?
Public art, aesthetics and social emancipation
Public art, consent and illegality
Public art, urban aesthetics and site-specificity
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